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RÉSUMÉ 

Cet article explore le rôle joué par la philosophie morale de François Hemsterhuis dans les 
vues de Novalis sur le lien entre science et moralité. On montre en particulier que certains 
concepts de la Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports (1772) du philosophe néerlandais sous-tendent 
l’œuvre théorique la plus importante du corpus novalissien : Das allgemeine Brouillon. 
Materialien zur Enzyklopädistik (1798-1799). Ce texte, publié à titre posthume, développe une 
conception originale de la science à partir du concept d’« encyclopédistique » (Enzyklopä-
distik). Pour établir l’influence des conceptions morales de Hemsterhuis sur le projet 
novalissien, le présent article examine conjointement le texte du Brouillon général et les notes 
connues sous le titre Hemsterhuis-Studien (1797), qui lui sont antérieures, à la lumière de 
deux problèmes épistémologiques que l’encyclopédistique tente de résoudre par la morale : 
la séparation des sciences et le défaut de dynamisme qui caractérise la pratique scientifique. 
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Not only within an academic setting, but also in political, corporate, artistic, 
or religious environments, and even in everyday conversation, the question 
is often raised: how is science related to morality? The most common answers 
redirect us to mainstream philosophy, to different hypotheses about the 
human condition or, at best, to the existing situation and historical back-
ground of science and its moral function. All these aspects lead us to another 
popular question: should science even be moral? 

If currently the intention is to answer immediately, a fortiori, if we 
identify ourselves as researchers in the social sciences and humanities, we 
would have to enthusiastically respond in the affirmative. Several moral 
instruments can be identified in the world of science, such as codes of ethics 
or specific procedures for conducting research ethically, especially in the 
natural sciences. More specifically, we could speak, for instance, about 
successful cases in which animals remain unharmed during experiments, or 
perhaps about the full copyright that authors should ideally acquire in 
exchange for the articles they publish. 

If the first of these questions about the relation between morality and 
science were put to one of the most important philosophers of German 
Romanticism, however, he would probably give   a completely different type 
of answer. Novalis, whose birth name was Friedrich von Hardenberg (1772-
1801), states in one of his theoretical works: 

 

Here Novalis certainly indicates a different mode of morality in comparison 
to the  most popular concept of morality today, especially if we consider the 
above examples of moral codes of conduct or behavioral directives in research 

 
1 
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ethics.2 Although we have not yet further clarified Novalis’s idea of morality, 
the meaning he attributes to it in relation to nature, art, science, or knowledge 
in general, already seems to differ from its most common definition. 

The above-quoted statements belong to entries 73 and 77 from 
Hardenberg’s posthumously published work entitled Das allgemeine Brouillon. 
Materialien zur Enzyklopädistik (1798- 1799), an epistemological project that 
aimed to connect, combine, classify, and raise to a higher power not only 
science, but knowledge as such. The fundamental concept that Novalis 
creates and deploys throughout the Brouillon is “encyclopedistics” 
(Enzyklopädistik).3 

Among the numerous sources of Hardenberg’s Brouillon, we find an 
author named Frans Hemsterhuis (1721-1790). In a treatise entitled Lettre 
sur l’homme et ses rapports (1772), this philosopher maintains that: 

 
2 

 
3 

mathematics, philosophy, and even literary theory. A good account of these 
different uses can be found in Laure 

 
Note that the aforementioned definition by Novalis does not have much in common with 
the historical 
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In this case, we feel compelled to ask: can this view of “the sensibility of the 
moral organ” help clarify Novalis’s idea of the moralization of nature through 
science? The aim of this article is to answer that question. In fact, it seeks   to 
more precisely determine how Hemsterhuis’s moral philosophy plays a highly 
significant role in Novalis’s epistemology.5 

The main objective of this paper, therefore, is to explore Hemsterhuis’s 
impact on  Novalis’s conception of science as intrinsically linked to morality.6 
Accordingly, it intends  to demonstrate how Novalis’ encyclopedistics, 
following Hemsterhuis’s moral philosophy,  can be understood as a true 
mathesis universalis moralis. This expression essentially defines the Novalisian 

 
4 

Hemsterhuis

 
5 

ἐπιστήµη

 
6 Hemsterhuis

Hemsterhuis’s 
field of studies regarding the reception of the political 

and moral ideas of the Dutch philosopher in Early German 

Studien e il loro ruolo nello sviluppo dell’estetica novalisiana. Il 
‘superamento’ di Fichte”, in Novalis. Pensiero, 
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search for the unity of all knowledge. Consequently, Novalis’s project 
attempts to resolve two problems that are still current in the philosophy of 
science: the overspecialization and separation of disciplines, and the lack of 
dynamism within scientific practice. 

This article is divided in four sections. One (1), explores the study and 
reception of Hemsterhuis’s thought throughout the course of Novalis’ 
biography, which appears in his philosophical and literary works, not to 
mention in other historical documents, such as his correspondence. Two (2), 
briefly examines the epistemology and moral philosophy in Hemsterhuis’s 
Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports in order to present the basic concepts that 
Novalis utilizes in his Brouillon. Three (3), tries to reconstruct the 
Hemsterhuisian heritage in Novalis’s epistemology by detailing how 
encyclopedistics aspires to unify all the sciences by presenting solutions to 
the first of the above two listed philosophical problems, regarding the 
overspecialization and separation of disciplines. Four (4), shows in what 
manner Novalis intends to enhance scientific discovery from the standpoint 
of the moralization of science, an aspect that directly links his project with the 
moral philosophy of Hemsterhuis. Here Novalis tries to solve the second of 
the above-mentioned philosophical problems regarding the lack of dynamism 
within scientific practice. 

Throughout sections (3) and (4), tables will be occasionally used that 
reproduce entries from Das allgemeine Brouillon (1798-1799), to compare 
them with Novalis’s other notes called the Hemsterhuis-Studien (1797) and 
with Hemsterhuis’s Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports (1772). Such an approach 
better highlights the way in which Hardenberg re-reads his earlier studies on 
Hemsterhuisian philosophy in order to develop a more complete theory of 
the sciences that becomes strongly underpinned by an original concept of 
morality. 

1.  

In January 1792, Friedrich Schlegel tells his brother August Wilhelm that 
“fate has placed into my hands a young man who is capable of everything.” 
Some lines after that, he describes this young man, not only physically, but 
also by underscoring his philosophical interests: 

f
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At that time, Friedrich Schlegel barely knew Novalis. They had probably 
spent only a couple of evenings together. But those moments were of sufficient 
duration for Hardenberg to reveal one of his favorite thinkers: 
“Hemsterhuys”. Novalis seems to be aware of some theory of evil expounded 
by the Dutch philosopher as well as his conception of a future golden age. 
However, it is plausible that Novalis was unaware of the finer details of 
Hemsterhuis’s thought – given that he probably acquired his philosophical 
works only later that same year.8 

Hemsterhuis was not unknown in the world of Early German 
Romanticism. He received a substantial amount of attention, mostly in Jena 
and Tübingen. We find the reception of his thoughts within certain 
philosophy hubs, in authors such as Hölderlin, Johann Gottfried Herder, 
Caroline Herder, Mme de Stäel, and Friedrich Schlegel (possibly through 
Novalis).9 The Dutch philosopher was mainly associated with Neoplatonism, 
but with an eclectic form of it, since he was equally strongly influenced by 
modern physicists and philosophers from the Scottish school, like 
Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, and Ferguson.10 

 
7

 
8 

Hemsterhuis
(Paris: L’Imprimerie de H. J. Jansen, 1792). This 

means that he probably had not read the translation of Christian 

 
9 Hemsterhuis

 
10 

” (29). These subjects account for Hemsterhuis’s 
affinity with some of Plotinus’s most popular concepts, such 
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German Idealism and Romanticism likewise linked Hemsterhuis to the 
various discussions around Spinozism, especially because of Friedrich 
Heinrich Jacobi’s role in distributing, characterizing, interpreting, and 
dialoguing with the Dutch philosopher.11 Jacobi found Hemsterhuis’s way of 
thinking, along with that of Kant, to be helpful disputing the Berlin 
Enlightenment and its unrestrictive utilization of reason.12 

Contrary to what Friedrich Schlegel’s 1792 letter suggests, Novalis’s 
biographical documents do not furnish any proof of having read 
Hemsterhuis’s works before 1797.13 In fact, the first text mentioning the 
Dutch philosopher is a detailed series of annotations on his thought: the 
Hemsterhuis-Studien, which was most probably written before the 30th of 
November 1797. This can be inferred from the letter Novalis sent to August 
Wilhelm Schlegel that same day: 

In the letter, Novalis reveals an engagement with Hemsterhuis’s philosophy, 
and   how difficult it was for him to separate himself from the Dutch philo-
sopher’s texts. In addition to the Kant und Eschenmeyer-Studien and the Fichte-

 
11 Daniel Whistler gives a detailed account of Hemsterhuis’s reception in the life and thought 
of Jacobi. He essentially shows how Jacobi found a philosophical partner in Hemsterhuis, 
and how the Dutch philosopher plays a threefold role for the German thinker: as trigger, as 
character, and as author. Daniel Whistler, “Jacobi and Hemsterhuis”, in Friedrich Jacobi and 
the Ends of the Enlightenment: Philosophy and Religion at the Crux of Modernity, ed. by Alexander 
J. B. Hampton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2022). 
12 For further details on Jacobi’s use of Hemsterhuis against the Berlin Enlightenment, see 
María Jimena Solé, Recepción, interpretación e influencia de Spinoza en Alemania durante el siglo 
XVIII. Historia de la santificación de un filósofo maldito (Universidad de Buenos Aires, 2010), 
192–217. 
13 Despite the lack of documentary evidence, it is still possible that Novalis was already quite 
aware of Hemsterhuis’s philosophical concepts, and could even have read some of his 
writings, especially considering his thought had been disseminated in the German-speaking 
world through the early translations of Herder (Lettre sur les Désirs, 1781) and Jacobi (Alexis 
ou de l’âge d’or, 1787). According to H. J. Balmes’s commentary in the Hanser edition of 
Novalis’s writings, these translations, along with the 1782 edition entitled Vermischten 
philosophischen Schriften des H. Hemsterhuis, would have opened the path to the intensive 
reading of Hemsterhuis within the Romantic circle. See Hans Jürgen Balmes, “Kommentar 
zu Hemsterhuis und Kant- Studien” in Novalis, Werke, Tagebücher und Briefe Friedrich von 
Hardenbergs. Dritter Band. Kommentar von Hans Jürgen Balmes, eds. Hans-Joachim Mähl and 
Richard Samuel (Passau: Carl Hanser, 1987), 316. 
14 HKA IV, 237. 
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Exzerpte, the Hemsterhuis-Studien were also written in 1797. These series of 
notes on different authors are emblematic examples of   Hardenberg’s 
return to his philosophical studies after the death of his fiancée Sophie von 
Kühn in March of the same year. 

In particular, most of the notes in the Hemsterhuis-Studien refer to the 
famous Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports, to which Novalis pays special 
attention, especially regarding the unique concept of “moral organ” (organe 
moral) and its anthropological and epistemological   implications. To a lesser 
extent, he takes notes on Alexis ou l’âge d’or and Lettre de Dioclès à Diotim sur 
l’Athéisme, sometimes merely copying Hemsterhuis’s words, and sometimes 
interpreting them more freely. 

Various themes, including love, morality, science, religion, human 
nature, and perfectibility, which are all deeply related to Hemsterhuisian 
philosophy, are discussed and examined at length in Novalis’s Hemsterhuis-
Studien. After a brief reappearance in the fragments of Blüthenstaub / 
Vermischte Bemerkungen (1798)15, Hemsterhuis again receives full attention 
from a different perspective in Das allgemeine Brouillon. Materialien zur 
Enzyklopädistik (1798- 1799), where Novalis tries to conceive an original 
system that can be useful for all possible knowledge: encyclopedistics. 

In the Brouillon, Hardenberg refines his earlier remarks on Hemsterhuis, 
illustrating how the Dutch philosopher’s thought tends towards a new 
epistemological conception capable of encompassing all the sciences and even 
all knowledge. Entries 196-201 of Novalis’s work clearly account for a 
detailed re-reading of his own Hemsterhuis-Studien.16 Moreover, it can be 
assumed that Hemsterhuis appears in many other Brouillon notes that 
indirectly refer to his thinking, especially his ethics and philosophy of science. 

In contrast, the notes written from 1799 to 1801, after his research on 
encyclopedistics, do not seem to consider Hemsterhuisian philosophy as a 
significant theme. However, many oblique references continue to appear in 

 
15 In fragment 106, Novalis describes Hemsterhuis as a lyric philosopher: “Hemsterhuis is 
very often a logical Homerida” Novalis, Schriften. Die Werke Friedrich von Hardenbergs. Zweiter 
Band. Das Philosophische Werk I (henceforth HKA II), eds. Richard Samuel, Hans-Joachim 
Mähl, and Gerhard Schulz (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1981), 463. 
His own Hemsterhuis-Studien also inspire fragment 6 of Blüthenstaub / Vermischte Bemerkungen: 
“Never will we fully comprehend ourselves, but we will and can do much more than 
comprehend ourselves” (HKA II, 413). Respectively, note 22 from the Hemsterhuis-Studien 
affirms: “Accordingly, man feels passive only at the level of mere judgement. We will never 
fully comprehend ourselves – but we will and can do much more than comprehend ourselves” 
(HKA II, 363). 
16  
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Novalis’ literary works.17 That is not uncommon with respect to 
Hardenberg’s prose and poetry, since his philosophical and especially his 
scientific background frequently manifest themselves from his early poetry to 
his late novels.18 

Amidst this intellectual relationship between Hemsterhuis and Novalis: 
what is it that leads us to suggest a strong connection between these authors, 
especially regarding morality and science? I would argue that this link is 
mostly rooted in the Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports, firstly because 
Hemsterhuis outlines an original conception of science and morality through-
out this essay; and secondly because it is the philosophical oeuvre that Novalis 
excavates to best articulate his own scientific-moral project of ency-
clopedistics.19 

2. Morality and Science in Hemsterhuis’ Lettre sur l’homme et ses 
rapports 

Originally published in 1772 in French, the Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports 
was read and interpreted throughout Europe. Diderot, Herder, Jacobi, 
Goethe, Hamann, among other thinkers, all studied this text. Although it is 

 
17 For instance, Novalis’ biography by Gerhard Schulz analyzes in detail how the theoretical 
reception of Hemsterhuisian thought operates in the poem An Tieck, where Hardenberg 
describes the growth of a child’s “inner sense” (innrer Sinn). See Gerhard Schulz, Novalis. 
Leben und Werk Friedrich von Hardenbergs (München: C.H. Beck, 2011), 210; 220–31. 
18 For a few examples of this link between poetry and science, see Jocelyn Holland’s chapter 
devoted to the discourse of the natural sciences as well as its metaphors in Novalis’ novel 
The Apprentices of Sais (Die Lehrlinge zu Sais): Jocelyn Holland, German Romanticism and 
Science. The Procreative Poetics of Goethe, Novalis, and Ritter (New York: Routledge, 2009), 95–
115. We also recommend the study on the use of mathematics in Heinrich von Ofterdingen by 
Franziska Bomski, Die Mathematik im Denken und Dichten von Novalis. Zum Verhältnis von 
Literatur und Wissen um 1800, 147–208. See too Jürgen Daiber’s work on the role of 
experiment and experimentation in both of Novalis’ unfinished novels: Jürgen Daiber, 
Experimentalphysik des Geistes. Novalis und das romantische Experiment (Göttingen: Vanderhoeck 
& Ruprecht, 2001), 169–262. 
19 It could be argued that Johann Gottlieb Fichte’s Grundlage der gesamten Wissenschaftslehre 
(1794-95) actually constitutes the most influential work in Novalis’ theoretical conception 
of science and morality, given the thorough study and reception in Novalis’ Fichte-Studien, 
Fichte-Exzerpten and even within Das allgemeine Brouillon. In fact, Hardenberg refers to 
Fichte’s system as “the scheme of relations of science in general” (“das Relationsschema der 
Wissenschaften überhaupt”) (HKA III, p. 378). However, we agree with Dalia Nassar on the 
even more decisive influence of Hemsterhuis’ philosophy regarding neither morality nor 
science, but the connection between them both in favor of a universal knowledge, which is 
to be accomplished through the moral organ. In this respect, Nassar emphasizes what she 
calls “the relational dimension of moral experience”. Dalia Nassar, “Beyond the Subjective 
Self: Hemsterhuis, Kant, and the Question of the Whole”, in The Romantic Absolute. Being 
and Knowing in Early German Romantic Philosophy, 1795- 1804 (Chicago, Chicago University 
Press, 2013), 41. 
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a  relatively extensive philosophical treatise in the form of a letter, this work 
is not structured into chapters or sections.20 In fact, the basic definition of 
one of the key concepts in the whole essay, namely, the notion of organ 
(organe), can be found on the very first page: 

 

Hemsterhuis here provides a broad definition of organ: it is the only 
instrument through which any  relationship between objects and sensations 
can take place. In this regard, “organ” means, on  the one hand, specifically 
what we commonly name “organ” in our bodies, such as our eyes or ears. On 
the other hand, it refers to the environmental medium through which a certain 
substance is perceived. Therefore, we take note of substances or things only 
through organs. In other words: it is solely because of the existence of organs 
that we are capable of actually connecting ourselves to the external world and 
of further developing any kind of knowledge. 

In addition, we can either perceive a substance through our organs 
temporarily or remember it based on previous experiences. In the latter case, 
we are using an “intuitive faculty” that allows us to “recall ideas by means of 
signs”, and consequently, cause them to “coexist.”22 Hemsterhuis terms this 
faculty “reason” (raison), and indicates it as the distinctive factor between 
human and animal beings. The more ideas that coexist in a given individual, 
the more intelligent or capable of reasoning that individual will  be. 

For Hemsterhuis, the universe unfolds itself through certain faces 
(faces) by which  the seeds (semences) of which it is composed, as well as its 
diverse combinations, can be perceived: 

 
20 For a full perspective on the form and composition of Hemsterhuis’s text and its context, 
reception, and translations, see Jacob van Sluis’s “Introduction” in François Hemsterhuis. 
Œuvres philosophiques (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 3–83. 
21 Hemsterhuis, Œuvres philosophiques, 184, EE 1, 89. 
22  
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Since the various faces of the universe are characterized by their 
immeasurability (inconmensurabilité), the moral organ, which is also designated 
as heart24, conscience or sentiment, displays a completely heterogeneous 
perspective in comparison to sight, touch or any   other organ. But what makes 
the moral organ even more unique is that it is the only one that permits us to 
“perceive our existence”, compared to the other organs, “which only allow us 
to perceive the relations with things outside us.”25 

Hemsterhuis laments how underdeveloped the moral organ is compared 
to hearing or sight. He argues that the only way in which the human being can 
cultivate “the moral face of the universe” (la face morale de l’univers) is through 
interactions within society, namely “communication with rational beings, 
with free wills (velleities), with primitive causes.” Thanks to these inter-
actions, the “intuitive faculty” of the moral organ can ultimately derive the 
internal laws  of the relationships within society.26 

The moral organ differs from the intelligence precisely because it is not 
a capacity that abstracts phenomena in order to create a general concept or 
idea. In fact, desire, duty, and virtue are not merely universal concepts but 
basic sensations obtained by the moral organ. According to Hemsterhuis, 
when we experience those sensations we feel completely passive as would be 
the case with any visible, audible, or physical sensation. The only difference 
lies  in the perspective: from the standpoint of the moral face of the universe, 
we tend to feel that  “I desire and I have to”, precisely because in this internal 
reign of morality “the I itself becomes an object of contemplation.”27 

Hemsterhuis points out that the moral organ is diversely developed in 
each human being, resulting in different degrees of duty and virtue. But the 
ultimate goal of humanity remains the same. Let us give passage quoted 
above in more detail: 

 
23  
24 Hemsterhuis

German Romanticism, but most organicism theories from the 
Modern Era as described by Eric Ackermann, 

 
25  
26  
27  
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The goal of human existence manifests itself as a twofold task: on the one 
side, it is an ethical seeking of happiness. On the other side, it is a quest for 
harmony, namely acting and thinking in accordance with the moral organ’s 
predisposition. Hence, Hemsterhuis concludes that only through the 
cultivation of the sensibility of the moral organ and not through prayers, 
superstition, or merely theoretical philosophical systems, can mankind attain 
its full well-being, thereby drawing closer to God.29 

At the end of his Lettre, Hemsterhuis outlines a definition of science: 

The science or knowledge of man, consists in the ideas that are acquired 
by means of the senses, 

 

As Hemsterhuis points out, “the totality of knowledge or of science in 
general” (la totalité des connoissances, ou de la science en général) requires the 
multiplication of both types of ideas, namely those that are directly received 
and those corresponding to the relationships between them. Only when 
gathering this nearly infinite number derived from an enormous number of 
combinations could mankind claim to reunite with God. If this moment 
arrives, human science will have been demonstrated to be perfect, and more 
importantly, it would be one and only as it is originally considered by God, 
who truly looks beyond any kind of human division into unconnected 
scientific branches.31 

 
28  
29  
30  
31 Hemsterhuis

Hemsterhuis
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To conclude this section, it is worth highlighting two Hemsterhuisian 
notions that originated in astronomy but have been metaphorically 
manifested throughout human history: the aphelia and the perihelia.32 
Hemsterhuis affirms that: 

  

 

 

Although not exactly in the same perihelion as in ancient Greece, 
Hemsterhuis finds during his own time a flourishing era in terms of scientific 
knowledge, a fact which is especially noticeable in the geometrical spirit that 
can measure all kinds of phenomena. This happens mainly because of an 
overdevelopment of the organs of sight and hearing, which leads mankind to 
the inevitable specialization and separation of the sciences. 

In fact, Hemsterhuis regrets how human ambitions to hear and to 
contemplate every external physical object has undermined the sensibility of 
the moral organ, which he considers to be exceedingly underdeveloped in his 
own epoch: 

 

We can finally define Hemsterhuis’s concept of morality. It is the sensitive or 
intuitive    capacity of the human being to act in favor of his own development 

 
32 

 
33  
34  
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as an individual and as  a species. Still, Hemsterhuis claims that the moral face 
of the universe is being forgotten by his own era. This oblivion forces 
humanity to artificially divide all science into a large number of disciplines, 
some of them which seem barely connected. The contemporary perihelia 
described by Hemsterhuis lacks a spirit for the unity for all science, 
consequently preventing the enhancement of the particular disciplines 
through a development of the moral organ. 

3. Novalis’s Unification of the Sciences through Morality 

Hemsterhuis’s anthropological and epistemological diagnosis can be found 
several decades after his Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports in Novalis’s theoretical 
reflections, especially in his so-called encyclopedistics. Hardenberg makes it 
clear in Das allgemeine Brouillon that the division of the sciences has been 
excessive. Accordingly, he believes that mankind needs to find its way back 
to the union of all knowledge or at least try to reconnect its multiple separated 
expressions. 

This particular purpose does not imply that Novalis refuses 
classifications and their effectiveness. In fact, he outlines several schemes of 
the possible division of sciences, most of them based on the encyclopedias he 
read at that time.35 For example, in entry 196, he uses the title ENCYCLO-
PEDISTICS to specify two basic types of sciences: 

 

Memory sciences = elementary sciences of Nature (Elements of Nature. 
Elements of 

 

1. Absolute memory sciences. Derived. 2. absolute combinatorial 
sciences. Derived.36  

 
35 

thoroughly

(1791-1797). A historical and intel-
lectual account of the encyclopedic sources of Novalis’s Brouillon can be found 

 
36 Novalis, Notes for a Romantic Encyclopaedia: Das Allgemeine Brouillon, 30 (HKA III, 275).  
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This brief classification is a good example of Novalis’s use of textual sources. 
The entry mixes Jean le Rond D’Alembert’s division from the Discours 
préliminaire de L’Encyclopédie with Hemsterhuis’s classification from the Lettre 
sur l’homme et ses rapports. The term “memory sciences” (Gedächtniß Wissen-
schaften) seems to be related to D’Alembert’s introduction to the French 
encyclopedia, where he classifies all knowledge according to its origin: 
memory, reason, and imagination (mémoire, raison, imagination).37 But the 
expression “memory sciences” could also be associated with Hemsterhuis’s 
“ideas acquired by means of the senses” (idées acquises par le moyen des 
sens), which are essentially characterized as “isolated” and “representing 
isolated objects.” 

In addition to this conceptual relationship, Hemsterhuis inspires 
Novalis’s second category of knowledge: the “sciences of combinatorial 
ability” or “absolute combinatorial sciences”, which seems to be rooted in the 
“ideas of relationship” from the Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports. In the 
aforementioned entry 196, Hardenberg shows his encyclopedic interest in 
dividing sciences, but only to consider the more significant combinatorial 
aspect intrinsic  to human knowledge. This interest is shared by 
Hemsterhuis, and it is related to D’Alembert and Diderot’s conception of 
encyclopedia, which may be understood as a huge circle that connects all 
knowledge.38 

 
37 

 
38

Hemsterhuis
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Entry 198 from Das allgemeine Brouillon follows the epistemological 
reflections from the previous notes, and can be compared with the 
annotations from the Hemsterhuis-Studien, as shown in the following table: 
 

 
In both texts, Novalis follows almost exactly the division of knowledge 
proposed by Hemsterhuis. On the one hand, there are isolated or received 
ideas (erhaltene). On the other hand, there are acquired or created ideas 
(erworbene). All sciences can be derived from this  classification, and they can 
also be combined in infinitum as if they were mathematical power    series.41 The 
expressions used by Hardenberg are mainly translations of Hemsterhuisian 
“received ideas” (idées acquises) and “relationship ideas” (idées de rapport).42 

 
39 Novalis, Notes for a Romantic Encyclopaedia: Das Allgemeine Brouillon, 30 (HKA III, 
275). 
40 HKA II, 367. 
41

 
42 Note that i

Novalis,  
Das allgemeine Brouillon 

(1798-1799) 

Novalis,  
Hemsterhuis-Studien (1797) 

science on the whole is 
composed of the product of 
the 

 

 

since all 
relationship ideas are the work 
of man. 

therefore 
be determined through the 
sum of 

 
of the secondary ideas. [pp. 
227-28].40 
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The only significant addition from Novalis’s Brouillon in comparison to his 
own Hemsterhuis-Studien   and Hemsterhuis’s Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports is 
the equivalence of memory and received sciences, a classification that we 
already attributed to the reading of D’Alembert’s  Discours préliminaire at that 
time. 

The particular interest of Novalis in what he calls “science on the 
whole” (Wissenschaft im Großen), a concept he derives from Hemsterhuis’s 
“total science” (science totale) or “science in general” (science en général), 
should also be noted. This all-unifying knowledge would be obtained by 
means of a mathematical calculation, namely multiplication, which  in this 
particular case, involves the two aforementioned categories of sciences. 

The same idea of connecting knowledge through multiple 
epistemological or mathematical methods, such as analogy, multiplication, 
combination, exponentiation, or romanticization, appears frequently 
throughout Das allgemeine Brouillon. Therefore, this recurring idea should be 
viewed as Novalis’s original attempt to solve the philosophical problem of the 
disunity of the sciences.43 

Hardenberg, who was almost completely up-to-date with most of the 
natural and  formal sciences of his time44, considers the division of scientific 
disciplines as a completely artificial process that hides knowledge’s true 
nature. Entry 199 from Das allgemeine Brouillon refers to Novalis’s previous 
Hemsterhuis-Studien as well as to Hemsterhuis’s remarks in his Lettre sur 
l’homme et ses rapports, as shown in the following table: 

 
 

 

Hemsterhuis

could be argued that Novalis’s use of erworben would 
have failed to note the difference between what is merely acquired 

 
43 For further details on Novalis’s approach to the problem of knowledge overflow, the 
constant separation of sciences, and the difficulties related to the management of scientific 
information, see Santiago Napoli and María Inés Silenzi, “Novalis y H. Dreyfus frente a la 
sobrecarga de información. El fracaso del aspecto epistemológico de la relevancia”, Eikasia 
95 (September-November, 2020): 345–68. 
44 
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Novalis,  
Das allgemeine 

Brouillon (1798-1799) 

Novalis, Hemsterhuis-
Studien (1797) 

Hemsterhuis, Lettre 
sur l’homme et ses 

rapports (1772) 
ENCYCLOPEDISTICS. We 

owe the most sublime 

truths of our day to 
contact with the long-

separated elements of the 

total-science. 
Hemsterhuis.45 

Sciences are separated by 

the lack of genius and 

sharpness – the 
relationships between them 

are too complicated for the 

human intellect and 
dullness, and too separated 

from each other. 

We owe the most sublime 
truths of our day to those 

combinations between the 

long-separated elements of 
the total-science.46 

The science of man, 

which is properly one, 

has formed innumerable 
branches in the course 

of time, to the extent 

that the intuitive faculty 
has found specific 

clusters of 

homogeneous or 
homologous objects, 

whose ideal coexistence 

was the easiest to 
achieve, or whose 

particular relations were 

less distanced than 
between more 

heterogeneous objects.47 
 
Although Hemsterhuis seems to describe what is in essence the same 
scientific scenario as  Novalis, the expression “the most sublime truths of our 
day” comes entirely from the latter  author. It is clear to Hardenberg that 
these “truths” were reached through either the contact (as in the Brouillon) 
or the combinations (as in the Hemsterhuis-Studien) of the elements (Glieder) 
of the total science or science on the whole. By emphasizing the relational-
combinatorial power of human reason to produce knowledge, Novalis offers 
a crucial solution to the epistemological problem of the over-specialization of 
sciences. In contrast to Novalis’s active position, the passage from 
Hemsterhuis’s Lettre mainly focuses on  the negative aspect of the separation 
of the sciences, which originated from the human being’s intuitive faculty to 
mechanically find homogeneous objects. 

Just like any scholar who tries to better understand the subject being 
studied, Novalis   constantly rephrases Hemsterhuis using his own terms. He 
also reuses some fragments from his  own earlier notes. This can be observed 
above in entry 199 from Das allgemeine Brouillon. In this case, in accordance 

 
45 Novalis, Notes for a Romantic Encyclopaedia: Das Allgemeine Brouillon, 30 (HKA III, 275). 
46 HKA II, 368. 
47 Hemsterhuis, Œuvres philosophiques, 290; EE 1, 122. 
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with the purposes of his encyclopedistics, Hardenberg decides to only 
mention the unifying character of the total science and its power to produce 
the greatest truths, consequently leaving unquoted the corresponding 
previous sentence of the Hemsterhuis-Studien, where he specifically addresses 
the separation of the sciences. 

In his own encyclopedistics, Novalis seeks to apply Hemsterhuis’s 
notion of an all-encompassing science as well as its classification. However, 
it still remains unclear how he proposes to carry this out, given the critical 
context of an increasing separation of all scientific disciplines. A possible 
answer to this question appears within Hemsterhuis’s philosophical 
framework. The following table compares entry 197 from Das allgemeine 
Brouillon with its corresponding note in the Hemsterhuis-Studien as well as the 
referred-to passage in Hemsterhuis’s Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports: 
 

Novalis,  
Das allgemeine Brouillon 

(1798-1799) 

Novalis, 
Hemsterhuis-
Studien (1797) 

Hemsterhuis,  
Lettre sur  

l’homme et ses 
rapports (1772) 

ENCYCLOPEDISTICS. The 

magical sciences, according to 
Hemsterhuis, arise through 
the application of the moral 

sense to the other senses—

i.e. through the moralization 
of the universe and the other 

sciences.48 

The superstitious 
sciences arise through 

the effectiveness of the 
moral organ on the 
other (lower) organs.49 

I should have spoken 

about the extravagance 

of the adoration of the 
stars, of animals and of 

plants; but it is enough 

to remark that the moral 
organ gives us real 

sensations of the 

Supreme Being’s 
presence; that not only 

do the other organs 

communicate movement 
to the moral organ, but 

conversely, this organ 

often communicates to 
the other organs;50 

 
Entry 197 from Das allgemeine Brouillon conceptualizes some of 
Hemsterhuis’s reflections on the moral organ freely, thus giving an account 

 
48 Novalis, Notes for a Romantic Encyclopaedia: Das Allgemeine Brouillon, 30 (HKA III, 275).   
49 HKA II, 367. 
50 Hemsterhuis, Œuvres philosophiques, 274-276; EE 1, 117.  
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of Novalis’s own notion of morality. Following Fichte’s primacy of practical 
over theoretical reason as well as his conception of God as the moral order 
of the universe51, Hardenberg finds that the moral aspect of mankind can be 
understood as its performative capacity to transform separated elements 
within a teleology of unity. This idea is entirely compatible with 
Hemsterhuis’s concept of moral organ, which also acts as a communicative 
and unifying force.52 

According to both authors, the moral organ is inherently connected with 
the other organs or senses, consequently generating the so-called “magical 
sciences” (magische Wissenschaften). However, it should be noted that the 
concept of magic, alongside its derivations, does not appear in Hemsterhuis’s 
treatise. We only find the vague idea of “the extravagance of the worship of 
stars, animals, and plants” (l’extravagance des adorations d’astres, d’animaux et 
de plantes). It is then plausible that Novalis derived the “superstitious 
sciences” (abergläubige Wissenschaften) (Hemsterhuis-Studien) as well as the 
aforementioned “magical sciences” (in Das allgemeine Brouillon) from that 
particular passage. 

Novalis’s ambiguous use of Hemsterhuisian concepts is perhaps 
motivated by his interest  in applying the moral organ’s power in order to 
unify and enhance the increasingly  separate sciences.53 Consequently, this 
infinite force developed by humanity plays a significant role in the 
encyclopedistical task of continually approaching the desired total science or 
science on the whole. 

Some pages before entries 196-199, Novalis indicates how he 
understands the relationship between morality and magic. Entry 61 of the 
Brouillon asserts: 

 

 
51 

 
52 We can even go further in our interpretation by adding that Hemsterhuis’s moral organ 
would operate similarly 

 
53
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more moral, the more in harmony with God. 
The more divine—the more in communion 

itself—the true sense of divination /54 

In this note, Novalis sees magic as a previous step to what seems to be the 
highest peak of humanity: morality. The intuitive function of the moral sense 
or moral organ55 operates in a certain way that allows man to harmonize with 
God through his own “sense of divination” (Divinationssinn). By means of 
the combinatorial and unifying power of its sixth organ, humanity can 
ultimately reach divinity.56 It is evident that the achievement of this  ideal 
would effectively require the possession of the total science, namely, the 
gathering of all of existing received ideas multiplied by their almost infinite 
relationship ideas. If that eventually occurs, human knowledge would be 
close to perfection, and the sciences would no longer be separated or isolated. 
Just as Hemsterhuis concludes in his Lettre: 

If man had ideas of all the relations, and all the combinations of these 
objects, he would resemble God, both in regard to science and in regard 

 
54 Novalis, Notes for a Romantic Encyclopaedia: Das Allgemeine Brouillon, 9-10 (HKA III, 
250). 
55 

Brouillon: “Hemsterhuis’s theory of the moral sense. — His 
conjectures on the perfectibility and possible infinite 

 
56 
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to the state of the universe insofar as we know it, and his science would 
be perfect.57 

4. Novalis’s Enhancement of the Sciences through Morality 

We have already stated that Novalis aspires to the moralization of the 
sciences through encyclopedistics, i.e., that he conceives an authentic mathesis 
universalis moralis. The full meaning of this expression should be becoming 
clearer. But it still needs to be demonstrated that Novalis’s employment of 
Hemsterhuis’s moral organ is capable of benefiting science from the inside 
out as it were, namely, via its methods, discoveries, and explanations. 

Entry 1082 from Das allgemeine Brouillon contends: 

Continuation of the Hemsterhuisian thought — concerning the peculiar 
change in the way man pictures the world on account of the Copernican 
hypothesis—or on the certainty of celestial bodies — on the certainty, that 
the Earth is suspended in fresh air.58 

Throughout the Brouillon, Novalis often emphasizes how Copernicus’s thesis 
may function  as an inspiration for all the sciences. Indeed, the above entry 
1082 connects “the Copernican hypothesis” with “the Hemsterhuisian thought” 
about changes “in the way man pictures the world.” The Copernican method 
is considered by Hardenberg as a true benefit for all knowledge, since it allows 
scientists to reverse the current perspective on any phenomena, consequently 
shifting  the dominant theoretical point of view. In other words, Novalis 
maintains that future scientists  should learn to “turn data and methods 
around.”59 

 
57 Hemsterhuis, Œuvres philosophiques, 288-290; EE 1, 122. 
58 Novalis, Notes for a Romantic Encyclopaedia: Das Allgemeine Brouillon, 181 (HKA III, 467). 
This entry also gives an account of the role played by the notion of ‘hypothesis’ in Novalis’s 
thought, which constitutes a motor for new scientific discoveries and theoretical revolutions. 
Regarding this particular aspect, see Jocelyn Holland’s insightful interpretation: “Elements 
from earlier eighteenth-century discussions of the hypothesis – the idea of uncertainty, of 
something risked, of a tentative foundational gesture that is merely one in a series of steps – 
return, transformed, in the worldview of Early German Romanticism.” Jocelyn Holland, 
“Ein Schuß in die blaue Luft. The Early German Romantic Hypothesis”, Symphilosophie: 
International Journal of Philosophical Romanticism 3 (2021): 92. 
59
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Insofar as Novalis’s reading of scientific progress is driven by 
revolutions, it may be said to resemble Thomas Kuhn’s historical perspective 
from the second half of the 20th century.60 This  relates in turn to a passage 
from the Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports, in which Hemsterhuis affirms that: 

These astronomical metaphors are repeatedly deployed in both Novalis’s 
Brouillon and in Hemsterhuis’s Lettre to illustrate scientific procedures, and 
especially to point out the extent to which certain existing methodological 
issues, such as the lack of dynamism in scientific practice, might effectively 
be overcome. In this respect, the question occupying Novalis is not simply 
how  to unify knowledge but how to enhance and increase it, i.e., how to 
potentialize or raise all of its forces to a higher power. The solution to this 
problem is exemplified in a Hemsterhuisian topic par excellence: the 
development of humanity’s sensibility to the moral organ. 

According to both these authors, it is the moral organ that speaks the 
intuitive language of the harmony of all things. For this very reason, it is 
obvious that science would greatly benefit from its proper unfolding and 
cultivation. Unfortunately, the cyclical movement of human history 
occasionally experiences a regressus or backsliding in some of its aspects. This 
idea too is directly linked  with astronomy, as shown in the following table: 

 
 
 

 

 
60

 
61 
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Novalis, Das 
allgemeine Brouillon 

(1798-1799) 

Novalis, 
Hemsterhuis-
Studien (1797) 

Hemsterhuis, Lettre sur 
l’homme et ses rapports 

(1772) 
THEORY OF HUMAN 

HISTORY. 

Hemsterhuis’s and 
Dumas’s remarkable 

ideas on the aphelia and 

perihelia of the human 
spirit — the character of 

every perihelion, its 

origin and formation.62 

The human spirit 

moves around the 

sun – it has its 
perihelia and its 

aphelia. 

In each perihelion, a 
certain spirit has 

indicated the tone.63 

64 

 
 
Here Novalis seems to paraphrase Hemsterhuis’s and his editor Frédéric 
Dumas’s “remarkable ideas” (merckwürdige Ideen) concerning the progress of 
the human spirit.65 According to the Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports, history 
manifests two periods of flourishing culture – or perihelia – as well as a dark 
age of ignorance, that is, an aphelion. The first perihelion took place in 
Ancient Greece, and the second one occurred in the modern age. The 
difference between the two ages does not merely concern the dominant 

 
62 Novalis, Notes for a Romantic Encyclopaedia: Das Allgemeine Brouillon, 30 (HKA III, 275). 
63 HKA II, 368. 
64 Hemsterhuis, Œuvres philosophiques, 292; EE 1, 123. 
65
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science of the period, or as Novalis defines it, the “tone of the spirit” (der Ton 
des Geistes). Rather, what distinguishes the two perihelia is the degree of 
development of  the moral organ. 

If the perihelion of the modern age was characterized by its symmetry 
and the development of calculus, mechanics, and geometry, Ancient 
Greece’s perihelion was fundamentally defined by the development of the 
moral organ: 

 

Hemsterhuis’s diagnosis of the current state of human knowledge, therefore, 
is neither completely optimistic nor fully pessimistic. The philosopher is 
convinced that the natural sciences effectively contributed to a better 
understanding and determination of the world. However, he finds that the 
moral development of humanity at his time is on the verge of reaching its 
lowest point.67 This manifests itself in society’s lack of sensitivity for justice, 
virtue, or duty, and ends up being a completely destructive factor for 
progress, since an increase in the sensitivity of all organs, especially the moral 
one, is precisely what is required for humanity to evolve. 

The same diagnosis is present in Novalis’s Brouillon. Some of the 
epistemological observations he develops throughout his encyclopedistics 
advocate the education of the moral organ. They aim to enhance humanity’s 
general knowledge, which includes thinking as well as acting. If the  natural 
sciences and logic primarily apply to theoretical thinking, the moral 
sciences directly apply to human action. This is argued for in entry 49 when 
Novalis affirms: 

 

 
66  
67 Hemsterhuis

organs, see Laure Cahen-Maurel’s article: 
“L’age d’or futur. Novalis relu a partir de Schiller et de Hemsterhuis”, 

 
68Novalis, Notes for a Romantic Encyclopaedia: Das Allgemeine Brouillon, 7 (HKA III, 246). 
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This reflection is once again related to the astronomical metaphor previously 
employed about the Earth’s orbit. If the first perihelion helped humanity to 
discover its theoretical capacity and the second one raised it to a higher 
power, it is solely through the union of these two forces that a harmonious 
enhancement of knowledge will finally be achieved, thus contributing to 
overcoming the lack of dynamism in science. It is imperative: both theoretical 
and practical organs (or in Kantian  terms, “theoretical and practical reason”) 
need to be harmoniously developed in order to clear the path for human’s 
perfectibility. We should note that this will provide the current perihelion 
with an even more universal spirit, and in Hemsterhuis’s words, “it will bring 
humanity closer to God”, not just with regard to morality strictu sensu, but 
especially regarding science and its dynamic evolution. Since both Novalis 
and Hemsterhuis understand knowledge as intrinsically relational and 
combinatorial, its further development will require the consonant and 
simultaneous development of all its organs. 

5. Conclusion 

At the beginning of this article it was suggested that the meaning of morality 
we intended to connect with science would be uncorrelated with the concept 
as it is mostly used in contemporary philosophy and even in modern 
bioethics. Such a clarification was not futile, since the conception    of morality 
of German Romanticism is, even today, hardly taken into consideration by 
most of the specialized studies that claim to link scientific knowledge with 
the moral sciences. 

In contrast, this article has attempted to show that morality plays a 
significant role in the development of science in the case of Novalis’s 
encyclopedistics, and this is largely due to the impact of Hemsterhuis’s Lettre 
sur l’homme et ses rapports on Das allgemeine  Brouillon. In fact, the 
Hemsterhuisian conception of morality and science is a true philosophical 
model for Hardenberg’s idea of a mathesis universalis moralis, in which the 
latter may be understood as a genuine “total science” that has become 
integrated and boosted by the power of the moral organ. 

To explore the role of Hemsterhuis’s moral philosophy in Novalis’s 
philosophy of science we first outlined certain biographical details about their 
intellectual relationship. This brought into relief the extent to which 
Hemsterhuis’s thought had accompanied Novalis since his early 
philosophical studies and how this influence particularly manifested itself 
from 1797 onward when Hardenberg returned to a thorough reading of the 
Dutch philosopher’s oeuvre. Novalis’s in-depth study produced the 
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Hemsterhuis-Studien that the same year, a series of notes that the romantic 
thinker later utilized in 1798-1799 when developing his encyclopedistics 
project: Das allgemeine Brouillon. 

We likewise considered it important to detail several crucial concepts 
in Hemsterhuis’s Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports, to essentially try and clarify 
some of the historical obscurity in the works of the Dutch philosopher,   which 
are recently being rediscovered. Given the increasing but still insufficient 
attention devoted to Hemsterhuis in the history of philosophy, a number of  
relevant ideas in Novalis’s reception of this thinker were outlined, such as the 
“moral organ”, “total science” or “aphelion / perihelion”. 

Furthermore, Novalis’s reception of Hemsterhuisian moral philosophy 
and its connection to science were noted, particularly in line with two 
philosophical problems: on the one hand, the over-specialization and 
separation of the different scientific disciplines. And on the other hand, the 
lack of dynamism in scientific practice. These problems were addressed 
either directly or indirectly in quoted entries from Novalis’s Das allgemeine 
Brouillon; these entries formed a link back to his own earlier notes titled 
Hemsterhuis-Studien, and all ultimately were inspired by a reading of 
Hemsterhuis’s Lettre sur l’homme et ses rapports. 

To tackle the first of these two problems, we saw that Hardenberg 
considers the Hemsterhuisian notion of a “total science” from which all the 
other disciplines derive. Through a utilization of the ability to combine and 
unify knowledge found in the intuitive capacity of the moral organ, scientific 
phenomena will eventually be entirely connected, thus giving humanity the 
possibility of approaching divine perfection, i.e., of reintegrating this total 
science back into its knowledge as an interconnected universe. 

To overcome the second of the problems, we noted the manner in 
which Novalis considers morality as an instrument for the improvement of 
science. Following Hemsterhuis’s astronomical metaphors concerning 
human progress throughout history, the Brouillon presents the cultivation of 
the moral organ as a remainder of the “geometrical” era. It agrees with 
Hemsterhuis’s hypothesis of the harmonious dynamization of science 
through the development of the moral organ, which will give humanity the 
opportunity to make new discoveries and generate further scientific 
revolutions. This constitutes the basis of both Novalis’s and Hemsterhuis’s 
original conception of a mathesis universalis, which not only embraces the 
theoretical aspects of science, but also human action and our sense of duty, 
virtue, and justice. 

This article argued that the Novalian project of encyclopedistics 
manifests itself as a quest for the development of an all-encompassing system 
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of knowledge, namely, a mathesis universalis, which may be characterized as 
moralis primarily due to the heritage of Hemsterhuis’s philosophy. Since it 
principally dealt with the reception of one thinker by another, it seems 
appropriate to conclude this article with Hardenberg’s own words regarding his 
appreciation for this philosophical operation in particular. Contrary to the 
common cliché of a romantic obsession with originality, entry 220 from Das 
allgemeine Brouillon perhaps reveals best of all why Novalis himself studied 
other philosophers as intensely as he studied Hemsterhuis: 

THEORY OF SPIRITUAL EDUCATION. One studies foreign systems 
in order to find one’s own system. A foreign system is the stimulus for 
one’s own. I become conscious of my own philosophy, physics etc.—by 
becoming affected by a foreign one—provided 
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